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1. Introduction

In this talk we want to show that it is possible to define the potential of a qq̄ pair of colour
sources in the adjoint representation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Controversial claims on this issue
have appeared in the literature [10, 11, 12]. The construction we are going to present is unique and
natural. It is based on the use of the formulation of the temporal gauge developed in refs. [13, 14,
15] and it is expected to be valid even beyond perturbation theory (PT). The content of this talk is
mainly based on the results of ref. [16].

2. External sources in the temporal gauge

The Feynman kernel in the presence of qq̄ sources in the A0 = 0 (temporal) gauge reads

K(A2,s2,r2;A1,s1,r1;T ) =
∫

G0

Dµ(h) [Uh(xq)]s2s1 [Uh(xq̄)]
∗
r2r1

K̃(A2
Uh ,A1;T ) , (2.1)

K̃(A2,A1;T ) =
∫ A(x,T2)=A2(x)

A(x,T1)=A1(x)
DAexp [−SY M(A,A0 = 0)] , (2.2)

where Dµ(h) is the invariant Haar measure over the group, G0, of the (topologically trivial)
time-independent gauge transformations that tend to the identity at spatial infinity. The quantity
K̃(A2,A1;T ) is the Feynman kernel with assigned boundary gauge field values. Its integrand is
(minus) the exponential of the Yang–Mills (YM) action in which the temporal component of the
gauge field is set equal to zero (A0 = 0), and DA = ∏x,T1<t<T2 dA(x, t). The G0-integration with
the insertion of the Uh(xq) = exp [iλ aha(xq)] and Uh(xq̄)

∗ = exp [−i(λ a)∗ha(xq̄)] group elements at
the location of the q and q̄ sources, respectively, has the effect of projecting the “master” kernel, K̃,
over the desired source sector 1.

K(A2,s2,r2;A1,s1,r1;T ) has an identical expression in the A0 = 0 and Coulomb gauges [13]
where a positive Hamiltonian exists (canonical gauges). States entering the spectral decomposition

K(A2,s2,r2;A1,s1,r1;T ) = ∑
k

e−EkT
ψk(A2,s2,r2)ψ

?
k (A1,s1,r1) (2.3)

are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with eigenvalues Ek

H ψk(A,s,r) = Ekψk(A,s,r) , (2.4)

and transform covariantly under Uw(x) ∈ G0 according to

ψk(AUw ,s,r) = ∑
s′,r′

[
e−iλ awa(xq)

]
ss′

[
eiλ awa(xq̄)

]
r′ r

ψk(A,s′,r′) . (2.5)

This formula yields the Gauss’ law in the presence of qq̄ sources, as it can be seen by taking the
functional derivative of both sides of the equation with respect to wa(x), and then setting wa(x) = 0.

1Actually the formalism developed in refs. [13, 14] encompasses the case of an arbitrary number of external sources
in any colour representation, generically distributed in space.
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Eq. (2.5) implies that the quantity ∑s,r ψ∗(A,s,r)φ(A,s,r) is invariant under G0-gauge trans-
formations, hence formally

∫
DA∑s,r ψ∗(A,s,r)φ(A,s,r)∼∞. As a consequence, the scalar prod-

uct in the Hilbert space of energy eigenstates with gauge transformation properties (2.5) must be
defined via the Faddeev–Popov procedure by setting [17]

(ψ,φ) =
∫

DµF(A)∑
s,r

ψ
∗(A,s,r)φ(A,s,r) , (2.6)

DµF(A) = ∆F(A)∏
x

δ [F(A)]dA(x) , 1 = ∆F(A)
∫

G0

Dµ(h)δ [F(AUh)] . (2.7)

The scalar product is independent of the gauge fixing functional F(A) (one typically takes F(A) =

∇A) and provides a full completion of the temporal gauge.
The colour trace of the Feynman kernel also is gauge invariant. So for the full trace one must

use the measure (2.7) getting (dk = degeneracy of the energy level Ek)∫
DµF(A)∑

s,r
K(A,s,r;A,s,r;T ) = ∑

k
dke−EkT . (2.8)

The gauge invariance of the l.h.s. implies that the energy levels Ek are gauge invariant, hence
physical, measurable quantities.

3. Energy eingenstate classification

The global colour invariance of the YM action implies that H -eigenstates belong to irre-
ducible representations (irrep’s) of SU(Nc). As we are now going to show, to be able to define what
is to be called “the potential energy of a qq̄ pair in the adjoint representation” it is necessary to have
a classification of energy eigenstates in terms of the irrep’s of the global symmetry group [16].

Global colour rotations, V ∈ SU(Nc), are implemented on H -eigenstates by a unitary operator,
U (V ), that commutes with the Feynman kernel (2.1), [U (V ),K], and acts on the states in (2.3)
according to the formula (see (2.5))

U (V )ψ(A,s,r) =Vss′ψ(AV ,s′,r′)V †
r′r . (3.1)

H -eigenfunctionals in the qq̄ sector can be parametrized in the form

ψ(A,s,r) = φ(A)δsr +φa(A)λ a
sr , (3.2)

with global transformation properties (eq. (3.1))

U (V )ψ(A,s,r) = φ(AV )δsr +φa(AV )Vss′λ
a
s′r′V

†
r′r . (3.3)

We see that under global colour rotations the state ψ gets two contributions: a “colour-spin” piece
coming from the action of V on source indices and an “orbital” one coming from the rotation of
the gauge field, A→ AV . This entanglement of spin and orbital indices is what makes non-trivial
the identification of the adjoint qq̄-potential.

The difficulty is solved by looking at the way H -eigenstates behave at vanishing values of
the gauge field. The key observation is that ψ(A,s,r), as well as the colour transformed state
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U (V )ψ(A,s,r), must span a unique irrep. for any value of A, hence also at A = 0. But, since at
A = 0 the orbital contribution is absent in eq. (3.3), we conclude that in the formula

U (V )ψ(0,s,r) = φ(0)δsr +φa(0)Vss′λ
a
s′r′V

†
r′r , (3.4)

the two terms in the r.h.s. cannot be simultaneously non-vanishing, otherwise the state U (V )ψ(0,s,r)
would belong to the reducible [S]⊕ [N2

c −1] representation. Thus we have the following three pos-
sibilities

• φa(0) = 0 and φ(0) 6= 0
• φ(0) = 0 and φa(0) 6= 0 (for some a)
• φ(0) = φa(0) = 0

in correspondence to different types of irrep’s discussed in detail in ref. [16]. The result of the
analysis is that H -eingenstates can be classified in four classes according to how spin and orbital
functionals transform under global colour rotations. More precisely one gets

(1) spin singlet ⊗ orbital singlet states (φa(0) = 0 & φ(0) 6= 0)

ψ
[S]
[S] (A) = φ(A)I , with φ(AV ) = φ(A) ∈ [S]orbit

(2) spin adjoint ⊗ orbital singlet states (φ(0) = 0 & φa(0) 6= 0)

ψ
[S]
[Ad](A) = λ

a
φa(A) , with φa(AV ) = φa(A) ∈ [S]orbit

(3) spin singlet ⊗ orbital [α] states (φ [α]
m (0) = 0)

ψ
[α]
m [S](A) = φ

[α]
m (A)I , with φ

[α]
m (AV ) = R[α]

mm′(V )φ
[α]
m′ (A) ∈ [α]orbit

(4) spin adjoint ⊗ orbital [β ] states combined in the irrep. [α ′] (φak(0) = 0)

ψ
[α ′]
m [Ad](A) = λ

a
φak(A) , with φak(A

V ) = R[β ]
kk′ (V )φak′(A) ∈ [β ]orbit

A look at this list shows that the interesting singlet and adjoint qq̄-potentials should be identified
with the energies of the lowest states contributing to channels (1) and (2), respectively. Clearly
source indices arranged in an adjoint representation are also present in channel (4). But they are
entangled with the indices of the representation [β ] (to which the gluons belong) to make up the
irrep. [α ′]. The lowest eigenvalues among those associated to this kind of states have been proposed
as possible definitions of the qq̄-potential in the adjoint representation [8]. The existence of these
states (sometimes called hybrids) is confirmed by extensive perturbative calculations [18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23].

In our opinion, however, this identification is not correct because the “bona fide” adjoint qq̄
state is the lowest energy state in sector (2), where φa ∈ [S]orbit, and not in (4). In the next sections
we show how to solve the problem of picking up the states of type (1) and (2) among all the others.
For the sake of clarity it is useful to separately discuss PT and non-perturbative (lattice) approaches.
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4. Extracting singlet and adjoint potentials in perturbation theory

In view of the fact that at vanishing values of the boundary gauge fields only the states labeled
by (1) and (2) above survive, the most obvious formula that allows identifying singlet and adjoint
qq̄-potentials is

K(0,s2,r2;0,s1,r1;T ) =
∣∣∣φ(0)∣∣∣2 1

Nc
δs2r2δr1s1 e−E [S]T +∑

a

∣∣∣φa(0)
∣∣∣2 ∑

b
λ

b
s2r2

λ
b
r1s1

e−E [Ad]T . (4.1)

Setting A1 = A2 = 0 in the Feynman kernel kills, in fact, all orbital gluon excitations. For this rea-
son we actually conjecture that only two terms are present in K(0,s2,r2;0,s1,r1;T ). The conjecture
was verified to hold in PT [15, 24, 25, 26].

Alternatively we can consider the projection over the δr2s2δs1r1 and 2∑a λ a
r2s2

λ a
s1r1

tensors of
the partially traced kernel, Ks2r2;s1r1(T )≡

∫
DµF(A)K(A,s2,r2;A,s1,r1;T ), yielding

∑
s2r2s1r1

1
Nc

δr2s2δs1r1Ks2r2;s1r1(T )
T→∞→ e−E [S]T + . . .+D[α]e

−E [α]T + . . . , (4.2)

∑
s2r2s1r1

2∑
a

λ
a
r2s2

λ
a
s1r1

Ks2r2;s1r1(T )
T→∞→ (N2

c−1)e−E [Ad]T + . . .+D[α ′]e
−E [α ′]T + . . . , (4.3)

where the coefficients in front of the exponentials are the dimensions of the corresponding irrep’s.
Singlet and adjoint potentials are extracted from the leading exponentials in the expansions (4.2)
and (4.3), respectively.

5. Extracting singlet and adjoint potentials in numerical simulations

Although the formulae of the previous section can be formally rewritten in the lattice language,
the implementation of the computational strategies outlined above in actual lattice simulations
is undermined by a serious practical problem. To see its origin and implications consider the
situation in which the boundary gauge integration in (2.1) is extended to the group G 0 = G0⊗
SU(Nc) that also includes global colour rotations. In this case to the spectral representation of the
colour averaged kernel

K(A2,s2,r2;A1,s1,r1;T ) =
∫

G 0

D µ̄(h) [Uh(xq)]s2s1 [Uh(xq̄)]
∗
r2r1

K̃(A2
Uh ,A1;T ) , (5.1)

only global colour singlet eigenfunctionals will contribute. As a results, the states labelled by (2) in
the classification given in sect. 3 disappear from the spectrum, while among the states labelled by
(3) and (4) only global singlets (i.e. states with [α] = [α ′] = [S]) will survive. This feature reflects
itself in the structure of eqs. (4.1) and (4.3). In eq. (4.1) we will be left with only the first term,
while in eq. (4.3) precisely the interesting first term, corresponding to the adjoint potential, will be
missing!

The problem we have pointed out has its origin in the fact that in lattice simulations it is
extremely difficult in practice to avoid integrating over global colour rotations when one tries to
implement numerically the temporal gauge fixing procedure. The reason is that, when temporal
links are successively transformed to the unit matrix, the accumulated final gauge transformation

5
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living on the last temporal link is in no way restricted to belong to the group G0 (unless one does
something special, like it was proposed in ref. [16]).

A possible way to turn this nuisance into a benefit is to exploit the orthogonality of group
characters to filter out the desired global colour irrep’s among those contributing to the character-
weighted kernel (χ [γ](V ) is the character of the representation [γ])

K[γ]
s2,r2;s1,r1

(T )≡
∫

SU(Nc)
DV (χ [γ](V ))∗Vs2s3V

∗
r2r3

∫
DµF(A)K(AV ,s3,r3;A,s1,r1;T ) . (5.2)

The formula (5.2) with [γ] = [S] is nothing but eq. (5.1) where, after setting A1 = A2 = A, one
has integrated over A with the measure (2.7). To show this one needs to separate out the SU(Nc)

integration within G 0 by writing Uh ∈ G 0 as Uh =UhV ,Uh ∈ G0. The choice [γ] = [S] then gives

K[S]
s2,r2;s1,r1

(T ) =
∫

SU(Nc)
DV Vs2s3V

∗
r2r3

∫
DµF(A)K(AV ,s3,r3;A,s1,r1;T ) (5.3)

to which only global colour singlets from states of the type (1), (3) and (4) can contribute. One
can now identify the singlet qq̄-potential as the lowest eigenvalue in channel (1), under the (quite
reasonable) assumption that all other singlet eigenvalues, and in particular those contributing to
channels (3) and (4), are larger.

Similarly, if one takes the filtering character to be that of the adjoint representation, i.e. if one
sets χ [γ](V ) = χ [N2

c−1](V ) = 2∑a Tr[λ aV λ aV †] in eq. (5.2), only the states of channels (2), (3) and
(4) that belong to a global adjoint irrep. will be selected. One can identify the adjoint qq̄-potential as
the lowest eigenvalue in channel (2), under the (quite reasonable) assumption that all other adjoint
eigenvalues, and in particular those contributing to channels (3) and (4), are larger.

As discussed in [16], the computational strategy outlined above could be implemented in lat-
tice simulations by identifying, in every generated lattice gauge configuration, the global colour
rotation V in (5.2) with the gauge transformation, accumulated at the final time in the process of
fixing the temporal gauge, that lies at very large (infinite) spatial distance from the sources. Actual
simulations using this approach turned out to be rather noisy.

Naturally, it may well happen that non-perturbatively confinement could prevent states differ-
ent from global singlets to appear in the spectrum. In this case states of type (2) would not be
present whether averaging over global colour rotations is avoided or not.

Interesting numerical results confirming the general analysis illustrated in this section (in par-
ticular the existence of the undesired colour averaging of the simulated kernel) can be found in
ref. [27].

6. Conclusions and outlooks

Relying on the formulation of the YM theory in the temporal gauge (but one could equally well
work in the fully equivalent Coulomb gauge [13, 14]), we have shown that there exists a unique
(and quite natural) definition of the adjoint qq̄-potential, valid even beyond PT (unless confinement
kills all states that are not global colour singlet). We have provided explicit formulae allowing the
calculation of singlet and adjoint potentials from the knowledge of the Feynman propagation kernel
in the presence of qq̄ external colour sources.
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We have discussed the origin of certain difficulties intrinsic to lattice simulations that have
until now prevented the non-perturbative calculation of the bona fide qq̄ adjoint potential defined in
eqs. (4.1) or (4.3). A possible strategy to overcome these difficulties is presented in sect. 5. Some
preliminary promising lattice results obtained exploiting the approach we have outlined in this talk
are reported in ref. [27].
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